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Lecture 15Lecture 15
Time response of 2ndTime response of 2nd--order systemsorder systems
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Course roadmapCourse roadmap

Laplace transformLaplace transform

Transfer functionTransfer function

Models for systemsModels for systems
•• electricalelectrical
•• mechanicalmechanical
•• electromechanicalelectromechanical
Block diagramsBlock diagrams
LinearizationLinearization

ModelingModeling AnalysisAnalysis DesignDesign

Time responseTime response
•• TransientTransient
•• Steady stateSteady state

Frequency responseFrequency response
•• Bode plotBode plot

StabilityStability
•• RouthRouth--HurwitzHurwitz
•• NyquistNyquist

Design specsDesign specs

Root locusRoot locus

Frequency domainFrequency domain

PID & LeadPID & Lead--laglag

Design examplesDesign examples

((MatlabMatlab simulations &) laboratoriessimulations &) laboratories
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Performance measures (review)Performance measures (review)
Transient responseTransient response

Peak valuePeak value
Peak  timePeak  time
Percent overshootPercent overshoot
Delay timeDelay time
Rise timeRise time
Settling timeSettling time

Steady state responseSteady state response
Steady state errorSteady state error

Next, we will connect Next, we will connect 
these measures these measures 
with swith s--domain.domain.

(Done)(Done)

(Today(Today’’s lecture)s lecture)
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SecondSecond--order systemsorder systems
A A standard formstandard form of the secondof the second--order systemorder system

DC motor position control exampleDC motor position control example

ClosedClosed--loop TFloop TF
MotorMotorAmplifierAmplifier
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Step response for 2ndStep response for 2nd--order systemorder system
Input a Input a unit step functionunit step function to a 2ndto a 2nd--order system. order system. 
What is the output?What is the output?

00

11

u(tu(t)) y(ty(t))

00

DC gainDC gain
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Step response for 2ndStep response for 2nd--order system order system 
for various damping ratio for various damping ratio 

UndampedUndamped

UnderdampedUnderdamped

Critically dampedCritically damped

OverdampedOverdamped
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Step response for 2ndStep response for 2nd--order system order system 
UnderdampedUnderdamped casecase

Math expression of Math expression of y(ty(t) for ) for underdampedunderdamped casecase

Damped natural frequencyDamped natural frequency
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Properties of 2ndProperties of 2nd--order systemorder system

(5%)(5%) (2%)(2%)
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Some remarksSome remarks
Percent overshoot depends on Percent overshoot depends on ζζ, but NOT , but NOT ωωnn..
From 2ndFrom 2nd--order transfer function, analytic order transfer function, analytic 
expressions of delay & rise time are hard to expressions of delay & rise time are hard to 
obtain.obtain.
Time constant is 1/(Time constant is 1/(ζωζωnn), indicating ), indicating 
convergence speed.convergence speed.
For For ζζ>1, we cannot define peak time, peak >1, we cannot define peak time, peak 
value, percent overshoot.value, percent overshoot.
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P.O. vs. damping ratioP.O. vs. damping ratio
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Pole locations of GPole locations of G
Poles (0<Poles (0<ζζ<1)<1)

Damping ratioDamping ratio

Next, we clarify the influence of  Next, we clarify the influence of  
pole location on step response.pole location on step response.
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Influence of real part of polesInfluence of real part of poles
Settling time Settling time tsts decreases.decreases.

tsts
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Influence of Influence of imagimag. part of poles. part of poles
Oscillation frequency Oscillation frequency ωωd d increases.increases.
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Influence of angle of polesInfluence of angle of poles
Over/underOver/under--shoot decreases.shoot decreases.
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An exampleAn example
Require 5% settling time Require 5% settling time tsts < < tsmtsm (given):(given):

ReRe

ImIm
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An example (contAn example (cont’’d)d)
Require PO < Require PO < POmPOm (given):(given):

ReRe

ImIm
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An example (contAn example (cont’’d)d)
Combination of two requirementsCombination of two requirements

ReRe

ImIm

&&
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SummarySummary
Transient response of 2ndTransient response of 2nd--order system is order system is 
characterized by characterized by 

Damping ratio Damping ratio ζζ & & undampedundamped natural frequency natural frequency ωωnn

Pole locationsPole locations

Delay time and rise time are not so easy to Delay time and rise time are not so easy to 
characterize, and thus not covered in this course.characterize, and thus not covered in this course.
For transient responses of high order systems, For transient responses of high order systems, 
we need computer simulations.we need computer simulations.
Next, Root locusNext, Root locus
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Exercises Exercises 
(Use a calculator if necessary.)(Use a calculator if necessary.)
Read the related topics from the textbook.Read the related topics from the textbook.

1.1. For the system below with For the system below with ζζ=0.6, =0.6, ωωnn=5 =5 
((radrad/sec), obtain/sec), obtain

•• Percent overshoot ?Percent overshoot ?
•• 5% settling time ?5% settling time ?
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ExercisesExercises
2.2. For the system below, design KFor the system below, design K11 and Kand K22 s.ts.t..

Percent overshoot is at most 20%?Percent overshoot is at most 20%?
Peak time is at most 1 sec.?Peak time is at most 1 sec.?

With designed KWith designed K11 and Kand K22, what is 5% settling time?, what is 5% settling time?


